
 



 

Aims and Objectives 

A fundamental, and nebulous, question at the root of my artistic fears and uncertainty is: ‘what is                 

art’? It is our belief that art transcends the ordinary or requires validation that imbues our                

creative process with unease.  

 

Digimodernism has not only redefined, but revolutionized the concept of art. It offers an              

innovative interconnectedness mediated by transient words and images. Art in the digimodernist            

era is in a constant dialogue, reinterpreted and reformulated, blurring the line between audience              

and artist. Social media offers up a unique opportunity of power to any and every individual. It                 

offers artists of all kinds, (writers, poets, influencers, painters etc) an ideal way to circumvent the                

exclusivity of the art world. The question is, did this reformation allow us to rise above our fears                  

or simply replace them with another form of seeking validation? 

 

Social media, a mosaic of infinite, atomized voices, has turned the world into a global village.                

Virtually every person identifies as multicultural. Worldwide connections and conversations are           

a click away. There is a proliferation of unverified, emotionally charged opinions, which,             

coupled with our inherent cognitive biases pave the way for ‘post-truth’. Fake news and the               

post-truth era confound our ability to comprehend the grand narrative and we encapsulate             

ourselves in addictively and episodically constructing our personal version of the truth. We             

curate our online identities to garner ‘likes’, ‘reactions’ and ‘comments’. Entertainment           



outweighs substance. Posed images trump reality. We devolve into a narcissistic world of our              

own creation.  

 

Public art has the capacity to hold up a mirror to reality, satirical or otherwise, inviting us to                  

introspect. Social media is the quintessential public art platform, reaching millions in a matter of               

minutes. Through this project proposal I want to explore, practically and theoretically, whether             

public art can cut through the noise and revitalize humanitarianism. 

 

● Aim 1: To explore social media as a public art platform and understand the nuances of                

digimodernist public art. 

● Aim 2: Experiment and develop a unique style drawn from my own mosaic of              

experiences, culture and heritage to create an interactive, thought provoking public art            

installation  

 

Objectives:  

● Experimenting with a myriad of material in studio to discover a way to amalgamate              

painting and mosaic art.  

● Conduct secondary research on community projects and artists who use the mosaic or the              

idea of mosaic. 

● Regularly meet groups of artists and writers in person and on social media to initiate               

dialogue over art, literature and current events, as a form of primary research.  



● Organize humanitarian public art projects to bring together a mosaic of artists and             

provoke thought about the impact of our actions on the community.  

● Create an online presence to connect to an audience via Instagram and Facebook, in order               

to: 

○ Generate interest in the use of art for humanitarian work in Pakistan 

○ Display my work and observe the reactions and reformulations the digimodernist           

era makes possible 

● Keep a visual journal to overcome the fear of uncertainty and focus on creative              

expression 

 

Context:  

Digimodernism is an umbrella term for the impact of technological advancement on all forms of               

art. Its predecessor, postmodernism, initiated the concept of not taking art at face value, of               

deconstructing it to discover the nuances within, whether intentional or unintentional. It laid the              

ground for the internet’s amplification of perspectivism. Politically and economically speaking           

we witness the rise of yellow journalism, fake news and its manipulation by authorities. But,               

what concerns this project proposal is the tide of opinions and curated reality we witness on                

social media. On social media platforms, truth is essentially irrelevant. You are differentiated             

based on the number of people who view and like your posts. And the key to garnering that                  

attention is ‘truthiness’, tailoring your post to sway emotions, regardless of fact.  

 



In Fluxus’ theory, art originates from everyday life. If we consider social media itself to be a                 

form of art, then this bending of reality seems plausible; the influencer is portraying a truth the                 

way an artist depicts a performance. From this perspective social media can be viewed as the                

ultimate ‘happening’.  

 

However, we have to consider the biases of human cognition. We are prone to group acceptance                

and confirmation bias. The ceaseless proliferation of images on social media ends up evoking a               

mindlessness rather than provoking reflection. The critical reflection of society that the            

‘happenings’ or any other form of public art would have held up, is drowned amidst the noise                 

and superfluous fervor of social media. We spend our time clicking link after unverifiable link,               

revelling in celebrity Twitter battles and moping over the perfection of Instagram lives or our               

lack of Facebook reactions, leaving the perfect breeding ground for corporate and political             

entities to distort a truth we will not go searching for.  

 

Public art becomes integral in such a case. From public installations like Yayoi Kusama’s              

‘Narcissus Garden’ and ‘Infinity mirrored rooms’ and David Krigley’s ‘Really Good’, to            

literature by authors such as George Orwell and Margaret Atwood, to interactive public art              

projects such as the ‘The Global Angel Wings Project’, ‘Confessions’ and ‘The Other Story              

Project’; public art overrides our inherent cognitive biases by encouraging in person interaction             

and engagement. Public art is a commentary on society, prodding us to respond and consequently               

reflect on who we are and how we impact the world around us.  

 



Does that make social media redundant or even harmful? If the goal of public art is to ignite                  

conversations, what better way to reach crowds than through hashtags and Instagram posts?             

Yayoi Kusama shot to stardom because of these very tools. Digital exhibitions and galleries such               

as ‘StoryLines’ and ‘Saatchi Art Gallery’ among so many others are coming to the fore and                

engaging viewers. It is all a matter of encouraging bloggers to use their influence and viewership                

to talk about what matters rather than simply the outfit of the day (#OOTD). 

 

Why Mosaic? 

Mosaic, figuratively, implies so much. Human lives, themselves, are a fluid mosaic of culture,              

heritage and experiences and art is what stems from them. Social media is a mosaic of atomized                 

individuals. Digimodernist art is a mosaic, altered and transformed by dialogue and            

reformulation.  

 

Literally, mosaic art is central to the region I live in and to my Islamic roots. You can see it in                     

Istanbul preserved in Islamic historical sites, and you can see it celebrated in contemporary              

recreations such as the Mameluk Lanterns in Jeddah by Julio Lafuente or watercolor and ink               

paintings reminiscent of it on Instagram (@creativemuslimwomen etc). It seemed to flow            

naturally into my practice, simply because of the amount of such work I was exposed to.  

 

A mosaic is also how I came to see the patterns of my practice. Writing, painting in a variety of                    

media and conducting community projects were all integral facets of my artistic self and there               



was a very real fear that these were all divergent threads. Considering them as a mosaic of                 

elements as opposed to parallel tracks, helped unify my thought processes regarding my practice.  

 

As a social media influencer, mosaic represents so much more to me than simply perfectly               

placed tiles divided by grout. I want to move past floral patterns and explore reflections of                

digimodernism in mosaic. Antoni Gaudi’s work was my first inspiration into a mosaic style              

different from Islamic ones. Fantastical, almost weird, gothic architecture combined with           

‘trencadis’. It spurred my belief that painting and mosaic did not have to exist as separate entities                 

in my work.  

 

Through this project proposal I aim to create a hybrid of painting and mosaic. I realized that                 

assemblage and a motley of found objects reminiscent of Robert Rauschenberg's combines did             

not represent the simultaneous narrative I wanted to depict. I want to create an imaginative               

continuation of 2D painting and 3D mosaic, like words springing from the pages of a book. 

 

Raymond Isidore was an artist who captured the true meaning of art. He created for the sole                 

purpose of artistic expression, borne of inspiration. The house of a million pieces is a timeless                

display of public art. I want to create just such a statement of digimodernist public art.  

 

Methodology: 

My research methodology will be primarily qualitative; a positive feedback loop of primary,             

practice-based and secondary research. Each experiment or research will be recorded either as a              



video, photograph or blogpost on Facebook, Instagram or my MA blog as a form of reflection                

and engagement. Secondary research will inform the practice, generating ideas for           

experimentation as I develop my final project. 

● Primary / practice based research:  

○ Exploring exhibitions, artworks and artists in Jeddah, Karachi and Chicago 

○ Joining groups of artists and writers for critique and dialogue or speaking            

one-on-one with artists/teachers/experts. 

○ Exhibiting work online and at events to gain exposure gauge audience response            

and interaction 

○ Conducting humanitarian public art projects and building my reputation as a           

social media influencer 

○ Experimenting in studio and barreling past the uncertainty of outputs by keeping a             

visual journal 

● Secondary Research: 

○ Reflecting on the tutorials, skype sessions and lectures on my blog or notebook 

○ Reading books or current researches pertaining to the topics of post-truth,           

digimodernism, social media, or uncertainty in art.  

○ Keeping track of other artists and influencers; the way they exhibit their work the              

and the response they get on Instagram and Facebook. 

○ Researching past or contemporary artists who have conducted community         

projects, public art performances, installations or delved literally or figuratively in           

mosaic art. 



Outcome: 

The outcome will present itself in multiple ways, for example: 

● Numerical build up of my views and followers on social media 

● Successfully executing experimental public art in Karachi and Jeddah 

● Generating connections allowing me access to an audience through online features or in             

person exhibitions 

The final presentation of my work will be a public art installation consisting of a mosaic of many                  

pieces requiring the viewer to pick up a piece and make a decision about whether to contribute                 

that piece onto the canvas as part of a greater whole, or to take it away with them as a souvenir,                     

depriving the painting of an essential piece but gaining something selfish in return. The final               

presentation will include hidden cameras and obvious mirrors as a parody of self-reflection and              

our constant capture of our own lives on social media. 

 

Work Plan: 

Term 1 
Exploring and 
experimenting 

● Begin exploring arts and culture in Jeddah, visit galleries, meet 
like-minded people (Arbab al-Heraf, Saudi Center for Fine Arts etc) 

● Attend Skype sessions and reflect on tutorials, organize blog 
● Research mosaic artists (Antoni Gaudi and Raymond Isidore etc) as well 

as global community projects (confessions, the Other story project) 
● Experiment with tesserae (I capture the desert) and found objects (It’s 

what they whisper) and acrylic marbling. 

Term 2 
Experimenting 
and 
Implementing 

● Pen down initial project proposal 
● Begin collaborations with existing projects 
● Begin a visual journal  
● Visit and reflect on exhibits in Chicago, Jeddah and Karachi 
● Begin regular posting on Instagram and Facebook 
● Experiment with figurative mosaics (such as acrylic pours and silicone on 

canvas) and research relevant artists 
● Prepare Mid-point Review and responses to others’ reviews 



● Attempt blender animation and arduino/processing coding projects 
● Create glass mosaic and painting hybrid prototype 
● Create a plan for The Untold Edition community project and start 

planning 

Term 3 
Implementing 
and discovering 
 

● Reflect on Mid-point Review 
● Join groups of artists and writers in Jeddah and Karachi 
● Plan and execute The Untold Edition 
● Attempt digital painting on Photoshop and stop motion animation  
● Create Pakistan’s first Facebook group for artists 
● Participate in local shows and exhibits 

Term 4 
Discovering and 
reflecting 

● Finalize research paper 
● Create and display more Iridescent Alloys 
● Enhance social media presence  
● Meet art experts and collaborate with local artists 
● Document and reflect thoroughly on blog 
● Work with brands as a social media influencer 
● Submit Unit 1 

Term 5 
And  
Term 6 
Reflecting and 
Developing 

● Exhibit work at locations in Jeddah, Karachi and Chicago 
● Continue The Untold Edition (postcards, mosaic landmarks and Kiran 

foundation) 
● Continue secondary research 
● Grow Instagram audience 
● Engage Facebook audience (through groups and page) 
● Develop further as a social media influencer  
● Begin creating pieces of the final installation  
● Complete Unit 2 
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